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Electronic Scoreboard Units Ltd

Rugby & Hockey Scoreboards
With more than 30 years experience ESU provides scoring and timing solutions for all sports. Our range of
scoreboards designed for rugby, hockey and other field sports are constructed in durable powder coated aluminium
enclosures (finished black as standard but other RAL colours available to order) with a tough 4mm polycarbonate
front panel which is vandal resistant and protects the displays from ball impact. Where the panel is lettered or
decorated the vinyl is internally applied to avoid damage or removal and the front surface has an anti-glare finish
to avoid reflections in bright sunlight. Operated by radio remote control, with a range of up to 150m, the
scoreboards run from the mains as standard (delivered with a 13A plug fitted) but battery powered options are
available. Standard models are fitted with high brightness 305mm amber LED digits visible to 180m but custom
designs using larger digits can provide a greater viewing distance . Mounting brackets are supplied for easy
installation of the scoreboards onto a wall or posts. The entry level scoreboard is the ESU4RH12:
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Home and away scores 0 to 99. Dimensions 875mm x 665mm x 120mm approx 20kg

£1550.00 + VAT and delivery

Signs available separately .

The ESU8RH12 adds timing functions to the
basic scoreboard. Capable of displaying the
time of day or counting minutes and seconds
in either up or down mode plus home and
away scores 0-99. Dimensions 1300mm x
1050mm x 120mm. Approx. 30kg. Legend
shows HOME & AWAY as standard - variations
available on request.

£1995.00 + VAT and delivery

Follow us on twitter@esuscoreboards

Tel: 01376 322030 - email: info@electronicscoreboardunits.com
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Electronic Scoreboard Units Ltd

Custom Rugby & Hockey Scoreboards
When the standard models aren’t suitable or if something special is required we can produce custom designs.

FROM £2000+VAT

With a variety of shapes, sizes, layouts and colours we can produce your ideal scoreboard at a reasonable cost.
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If you need more than just numbers then our top of the range
model gives you scores, clock
and timer functions plus programmable team names. The
team name feature is easy to use
- a list of names is downloaded
into the scoreboard using a USB
drive and then the desired
names picked from the list using
the standard remote control.

FROM £7000+VAT
Follow us on twitter
@esuscoreboards
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